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QUESTION 1

You need to identify during which processes you can register a serial number manually for an item. Which three
processes should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. While registering a product 

B. While creating a sales order line 

C. While creating a purchase order line 

D. While releasing to the warehouse 

E. While completing related quality orders 

Correct Answer: BDE 

B: Now create a sales order by navigating to Accounts receivable=> Common=> Sales orders=> All sales orders, click
on Sales order button under New section and in the opened form specify the Customer account and click OK button.
Now in sales order details form that gets opened specify Item number, Site, Warehouse, Quantity and Unit price
information for the product as required. While shipping the sales order to customer, during packing slip generation we
now get an option to register the serial numbers. Switch to the Pick and pack tab on sales order details form and click
on Packing slip button under Generate section. Switch to the Lines tab and click on button Update line=> Register serial
numbers option. 

uring the sales invoice process also we can register the serial numbers and choose whether 

* D to present them in the invoice or not 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to identify the minimum number of warehouses that must exist before you can create a transfer order? 

How many should you identify? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 D. 4 

Correct Answer: B 

You use transfer orders to handle items that are in transit between warehouses within the same company, but across
different geographical sites. You can manage transfer orders from the Transfer orders form. 

The shipping point and the receiving point are always of the Warehouse type. 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a bill of materials (BOM) item. 
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Ten percent of one of the BOM components is wasted during the manufacturing process. 

You need to ensure that the cost calculation for the BOM item is accurate. 

What should you do? 

A. Set the Variable scrap field on the component BOM line to 10. 

B. Set the Constant scrap field on the component BOM line to 10. 

C. Set the Consumption is field on the component BOM line to variable. 

D. Set the Consumption is field on the component BOM line to constant. 

Correct Answer: B 

Specify constant scrap when you know, or have calculated, that a quantity of bill of materials (BOM) items will be lost or
rejected during production. For example, you can apply constant scrap to the setup of a machine if you know that
material will be always be wasted before a usable product is produced. 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to disable the Stocked setting for a product. Which form should you use? 

A. Item group 

B. Item model group 

C. Storage dimension group 

D. Tracking dimension group 

Correct Answer: B 

Defining products of type service in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is fairly simple. Apart from selecting the correct
product type, one essential component to remember is to associate the released product in a legal entity with an item
model group, where the policy Stocked product is left blank. 
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QUESTION 5

You need to track the serial number of the items your company produces. The serial numbers must only be entered
during the issue process. 

What should you create? 

A. A tracking dimension group that has only the Active setting enabled 

B. A tracking dimension group that has only the Active in sales process setting enabled 

C. A tracking dimension group that has the Active setting enabled and the Blank receipt allowed setting enabled 

D. A tracking dimension group that has the Active in sales process setting enabled and the Blank issue allowed setting
enabled 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 The serial number tracking feature is configured for the tracking dimension group setup. You can create a tracking
dimension group by clicking Inventory management -> Product information management -> Tracking dimension groups.
You can create a new tracking dimension group and select the "Active in sales process" check box for Serial number.
The following image shows an example of this configuration. 

*

 Blank issue allowed 
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Select this check box to indicate that the dimension is not specified when physical issues are updated. 

You can choose to tick `Blank issue allowed\\' or not. This means that you can define if you require the Serial number to
be recorded or if it will be optional. 
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